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Outline
§ Introduction (5 min)
§ HDF5 Roadmap (15 min)
§ Presentations from (30 min)
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃

APS
FNAL
LBNL
IIT

§ Q & A session (10 min)
§ The HDF Group members are available after BOF to answer your
questions
§ We will send you the link to the slides if you sign up J
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Motivation for this year’s BOF theme
§ Much new development in HDF5 is driven by Experimental and
Observational Sciences
§ Data trends
⁃ Experiments generate TBs of data
⁃ Data is sent to HPC facility for in situ processing and analysis
⁃ Eventually data goes to Cloud and soon analysis tools will run there too

§ HDF5 faces new challenges:
⁃ Streaming performance
⁃ New types of storage (Object Store, Cloud)

§ The HDF Group collaborates with SLAC, LBNL, FNAL, ANL, IIT to
address those challenges
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Who is the HDF Group?
We are the creator, official maintainer, and copyright holder of HDF®:
“de-facto standard for scientific computing”

HDF Group has developed open
source solutions for Big Data
challenges for over 32 years

Small business with focus on High
Performance Computing and
Exascale Technical Data

Our flagship platform – HDF5 – is the
heart of our open source ecosystem.
Thousands use + build on HDF5 every
day (1000+ projects on Github)
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What does the HDF Group do?
Products

•

HDF5 Core Library (FOSS)

•

HDF5 Enterprise Support +vPremium Modules

•

HDF KitaTM (Server + Cloud platform for HDF Data)

HDF5 Enterprise Support
Annual subscription that provides
Cloud Storage

enhanced functionality and HDF
Group’s expertise to your
organization.
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What does the HDF Group do?
Products

•

HDF5 Core Library (FOSS)

•

HDF5 Enterprise Support +vPremium Modules

•

HDF KitaTM (Server + Cloud platform for HDF Data)

HPC Expertise

Big Data Expertise

Metadata Expertise

•

•

Vendor-independent reference
architecture

•

Facilitate creation of new standards

•

Data conversion and compliance

•

Database and datalake solutions
v communities
for HPC and scientific

•

Vendor-independent reference
implementations

•

Data specialization: multidimensional arrays, unstructured
documents, heterogenous
datasets

•

Metadata for variables, data quality, and
lineage

•

Integration of standard metadata with data
in HDF5 files

From turnkey development to
performance analysis of
existing HPC applications

•

Embedded with federal agency
and client engineering teams

•

Add features to HDF5 to
support Exascale mission
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HDF Products
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Cloud Platform
Binaries

Adv Filters

Spark

Hadoop

AWS S3

Premium Modules

Kita
Lab

HDF5 Enterprise Support

Kita
Server

KitaTM

HDF5 Core (FOSS)
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Enterprise Support
Annual subscription that
provides enhanced
functionality and HDF Group’s
expertise to your organization:

Priority Support
We provide top priority and rapid issue resolution with a
world-class support team—one trusted by the largest
government agencies and commercial customers to
support mission critical applications and infrastructure.
Enhanced Functionality
Our premium, proprietary add-ons leverage the latest
innovations outside the core functionality of HDF5.
Reduced Security Risks
We address code vulnerabilities through static analysis
and reviewing CVE reports. We also provide access to
HDF5 source and binaries between scheduled
maintenance releases, providing the security, reliability,
and stability you need to support your HDF5
applications.
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Enhanced
Functionality:
Add-on Modules
Increase performance,
boost productivity, and
expand support to nextgeneration cloud, object
storage, and Big Data
platforms with these
exclusive, no fee add-on
modules:

HDF5 Connector for Amazon S3
Transparently access HDF5 files hosted
Remotely through Amazon S3 by supplying bytes
to the HDF5 library through the AWS REST API.
HDF5 Connector for Apache Hadoop
Allow existing applications using the HDF5 library to efficiently
access files stored on the Hadoop Distributed File System.
HDF5 Connector for Apache Spark
Allow Apache SparkTM to natively query and access HDF5 data,
both within a single file and across an entire repository of files.
HDF5 Extended and Custom Binaries
Access additional binaries for Windows, Mac, and Linux. Gain
access to HDF Group assistance when creating custom-built
binaries for your applications and machines.
HDF5 Prebuilt Compression Plugins
Take advantage of prebuilt BZIP2, LZF, BLOSC, MAFISC, LZ4, and
ZFP plugins that work right out of the box—no additional developer
effort needed.
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Kita is a server-based
application that facilitates
quick and cost-effective
access to large collections of
HDF5-encoded data remotely
stored in the cloud (e.g.

Kita can slice through HDF5 files without
the need to download the entire file locally.
This results in greater performance and cost benefits. In
addition, Kita allows developers to use a new REST API and
command line interface OR existing h5py and library SDK
(e.g. C/C++) to seamlessly read and write HDF5 files in the
cloud.
With Kita

Without HDF Kita

IN CLOUD

Amazon S3).

IN CLIENT

HDF5 FILE

DATA YOU WANT TO READ
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DATA YOU WANT TO
WRITE
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How it works: Data Access Options
With HDF Kita, you get the API you need to unlock fast, performant object
storage in the cloud—all without having to rewrite your existing applications.
Client side applications

Cloud Storage

Desktop
C, Fortran, Python,
Java, etc.

Web
Browser, Jupyter Hub

Command Line
Tools

HDF5 Library

HDF Kita
REST
API

h5pyd

Proprietary and Confidential. Copyright 2018, The HDF Group.
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HDF Kita: Data Access Options

HDF Kita Lab
JupyterLabs enabled data
exploration, fully hosted by the
HDF Group.

HDF Kita Server

HDF Kita Server

for AWS Marketplace

for On Premise

Access from anywhere using
Amazon Machine Image (AMI) for
AWS.

Install and access Kita on your
existing infrastructure.

With HDF Kita, you get the API you need to unlock fast, performant
object storage in the cloud—all without having to rewrite your existing
applications.
Proprietary and Confidential. Copyright 2018, The HDF Group.
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Building Community
§ HDF5 JIRA access
⁃ HDF5 JIRA is open
‣ Register at https://hdfgroup.org
‣ Login to https://jira.hdfgroup.org with your login and password
‣ Browse issues
‣ Vote for issues

§ Coming soon: HDF5 Help Desk
⁃ Submit and watch your issues via Atlassian Service Desk

§ Access to HDF5 Bitbucket
⁃ We are opening access to HDF5 repository in Bitbucket to our long-time contributors
‣ “HDF5 Software Development and Maintenance Process Webinar” in December 2018

§ HDF5 C++ Users’ Group
⁃ “HDF5 C++” Webinar on January 24, 2019
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Building Community
§ HDF5 Technical Advisory Board
⁃ Created by The HDF Group in Summer 2018
‣ Advise HDF Group technical leadership on matters that directly concern the evolution
and sustainability of Open Source HDF5 software.
‣ Current members:
‣ Mark Miller (LLNL)
‣ Rob Ross, Venkat Vishwanath (ANL)
‣ Prabhat, Quincey Koziol, Suren Byna (LBNL)
‣ Ward Fisher (Unidata)
‣ Lee Ward (SNL)
‣ Gary Grider (LANL)
‣ John Mainzer (THG)

‣ Board meeting materials are open to community.
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HDF5 Roadmap
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Current HDF5 Release
§ HDF5 1.8
⁃ Last release HDF5 1.8.22 will be in Summer 2019

Move to HDF5 1.10 NOW!
help@hdfgroup.org
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Upcoming HDF5 Release
§ HDF5 1.10
⁃ HDF5 1.10.5 January 2019
‣ Release cadence: twice a year (May, November)

§ Main Features:
⁃ Control HDF5 file version (forward compatibility for applications based on HDF5 1.8)
⁃ Single Writer / Multiple Reader (access HDF5 file while writing to it; limited to adding
raw data only)
⁃ Virtual Datasets (access data across files and datasets)
⁃ Paged allocation and page buffering (eliminate small I/O operations)
⁃ File space management (track and reuse free space in the file)
⁃ Parallel I/O
‣ Collective metadata I/O
‣ Compression

§ Maintenance focus:
⁃ Performance (both parallel and sequential)
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SCALING
OPTIMIZATIONS
Number of Processes

Time (sec.)

ORIGINAL

READ-PROC0-AND-BCAST

COMPACT STORAGE

MPI_Bcast
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Greg Sjaardema,
Sandia National Labs
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Future HDF5 Releases
§ HDF5 1.12.0 March 2019
⁃ Virtual Object Layer
⁃ https://bitbucket.hdfgroup.org/projects/HDFFV/repos/hdf5/browse
⁃
HDF5 C, Fortran, Python, C++, Java Application

HDF5 APIs
VOL Layer
DAOS

Hermes

NATIVE

ADIOS

HDF5 File

ADIOS File

REST
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Future HDF5 Releases (cont’d)
§ HDF5 1.12.0 March 2019
⁃ New defaults in the library
‣ UTF-8 encoding
‣ Better interoperability with h5py

‣ H5F_LIBVER_18
‣ Efficient access to files with many objects

‣ Windows VFD
‣ Native Windows I/O calls instead of POSIX calls
‣ Opening files with non-ASCII names
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New HDF5 Development
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Full SWMR
Mirror VFD
Sparse Storage
Asynchronous HDF5 Operations
Independent Metadata Modifications
Multi-Writer / Multi-Reader
Query & Indexing
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Full SWMR
Current Single Writer/Multiple Reader (SWMR) cannot modify file
structure
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Full SWMR
§ Full SWMR implementation
⁃ See full_swmr branch in
https://bitbucket.hdfgroup.org/projects/HDFFV/repos/hdf5/browse
⁃ Can add new objects (groups and datasets)
‣ Upcoming:
‣ Link deletion
‣ Attributes
‣ Support for VL types
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Mirror VFD
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Sparse Storage
§ HDF5 was designed for “dense” array storage, when most of the array
elements are defined:

§ How to store sparse array efficiently? How to find the array elements that
are defined?

§ Share with use your use cases!
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Asynchronous HDF5 Operations
§ Goal:
⁃ Transparently provide asynchronous execution of most serial & parallel HDF5
operations with only a single line of code for an existing application

§ Implementation:
⁃ Implemented with an “async” VOL connector, which stacks on top of any existing
VOL connector (stacked on the “native” connector by default)
⁃ Async VOL connector traps all HDF5 operations on a file, returning a “future” ID
which behaves identically to a “real” ID for applications for operations which can
execute asynchronously
⁃ Async VOL connector builds an internal graph of operation dependencies,
executing operations in necessary order for correctness
⁃ Async VOL connector uses 1+ background threads to perform operations,
transparently updating “future” IDs to “real” IDs when they complete
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Asynchronous HDF5 Operations
§ Details:
⁃ Metadata operations that create / modify objects execute asynchronously, without
further application code changes
⁃ Metadata operations that open / query / read objects execute synchronously by default
‣ Converted to asynchronous execution by calling an async version of the API call

⁃ Raw data write / read operations execute synchronously by default
‣ Converted to async execution with a property in the DXPL passed to H5Dwrite / H5Dread
‣ Similar to “opt-in” for collective I/O in parallel applications

§ Errors
⁃ Detect and report errors, not recover / retry them
⁃ Errors may cause previously “completed” operations to unwind

§ Tokens
⁃ Applications can retrieve a “token” to test or wait on an operation, if desired
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Independent Namespace Modification
§ Currently:
⁃ All parallel applications must modify HDF5 namespace with collective operations

§ Goal:
⁃ Allow independent namespace modifications for parallel applications

§ Details:
⁃ Any MPI rank can create / modify HDF5 namespace without synchronizing with
all others
⁃ Applications must “opt-in” to independent modifications
‣ To preserve backward compatibility

⁃ Created mechanisms that allow HDF5 library on all MPI ranks to reach
consensus about metadata operations in the “background”
⁃ Excellent when paired with asynchronous operations
‣ Else, requires “progress” on other MPI ranks before operation completes synchronously
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Multi-Writer / Multi-Reader (“Multi-SWMR”)
§ Goal:
⁃ Allow multiple serial applications to write to same HDF5 file, while
simultaneously allowing readers to see changes being made
‣ Without file system locks

§ Details:
⁃ Multiple HDF5 applications negotiate access to an HDF5 file and reach
consensus about modifications to it
⁃ Uses similar mechanism for reaching consensus as the “independent metadata
operations” capability
‣ Will require temporary ”journal” file for consensus building while HDF5 file is modified

⁃ Transparent to applications
‣ Should be no changes to application code, just setting a flag when accessing the file
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Query & Indexing
§ Goals:
⁃ Provide applications with a programmatic query mechanism to locate objects
and dataset elements in HDF5 files
⁃ Provide a pluggable mechanism for creating indices on HDF5 files, to accelerate
query operations

§ Details:
⁃ Define ”H5Q” routines to define query and apply it to an HDF5 file or set of files
‣ And a ”H5X” interface for connecting index plugins

⁃ Query results are returned as temporary HDF5 datasets containing references to
selected objects, attributes, and regions of datasets
‣ New ”attribute reference” type

⁃ Indices can be stored within the HDF5 file or externally
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Transition to other projects
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